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Gear Grinding
Comes of Age

Whtityou nee! fa knCtw a6Ctuf
,wlzee~ ti.J1.1tt!ntBive3 now:

Noise reduction is achieved through the
improved overlap ratio and tooth contract control.
Tooth flank curvature in both profileand length-

I, wise direction may be accurately controlled to
I produce the low gear set motion -errors required

for quiet operation.
While conventional cut/hardened/lapped gear

sets are not. interchangeable, grinding produces
more consistent tooth geometry, introducing the

possibility of interchangeable gear members of a
given design.

Finishing Techniques
Gears can be finished before or after harden-

ing. When finishing is done before. distortion
caused by heat treatment reduces the accuracy of
the part. Machining adjustments can compensate
for some of the anticipated distortion. but heat
treating variables make highly accurate adjust-
ments hard to achieve.

Grinding Methods:
Spur and Helical Gears

Spur 3J1d helical gears are ground by three
basic methods: single index. generation, continu-
ous generation or form grinding.

With the index generating method, the disc-
shaped grinding wheel generate a single tooth
slot by feeding the wheel through the slot in a
series of passes. Each pass is preceded by a mall
radial infeed, The wheel grinds a single flank on
one tooth or both Hanks of adjacent teeth, then
indexes 1:0. the next tooth space.

Continuous generating uses a grinding wheel
in the form of a threaded worn] or hob. As in the
single index procedure, the grinding wheel is fed
in the direction of the axis of rotation of the gear
for a number of passes .

During form grinding. II shaped abrasive wheel
passes between two teeth, grinding the entire sur-
face of the adjacent tooth flanks. The gear is then
indexed to the next loath space.

Form grinding and. index generating grinding
arc suitable for producing balch quantities of gears
with diarnetral pitches generally coarser than 3 or
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In the quest for ever more exacting and com-
pact commercial gears, precision abrasives are
playing a key production role-a role that can
shorten cycle lime, reduce machining costs and
meet growing market demand for such require-
ments as light weights, high loads, high speed and
quiet operation. Used in conjunction with high-
quality grinding machines, abrasives can deliver a
level of accuracy unmatched by other manufactur-
ing techniques, cost-effectively meeting AGMA
gear quality levels in the 12 to 15 range. Thanks to
advances in grinding and abrasive technology,
machining has become one of the most viable
means to grind fast, strong and quiet gears.

The EVQlutiQn ,£If Grinding
Traditional gear grinding was a. slow, expen-

sive process thai. required complex machines and
highly skilled operators. a process considered
appropriate for only the Closest-tolerance appli-
cations, such as aerospace. Engineers would
develop performance-enhancing tooth geometry
changes using prototype ground gears, then pur-
chase tooling for shaving production. Now such
changes are made on the gear grinder and do not
require shaving tooling. Similarly. manufacturer
now rough-hob gear 'blanks, heat treat them.jhen
grind them to specification on new CNC or com-
pater-controlled gear grinders. Shaving is no
longer required for production either,

Benefits of Ground vs..Cut: Gears
As an alternative to cut gear sets, ground gears

offer many benefits. These include:
• Uniform profile on allteeth of a ipeciflc gear

and on all gears of the same design;
• Increased load capacity; .
• Higher quality (up to AGMA class 15); and
•,Elimtnatlon ofthe need for matched ets.
Grinding corrects spacing errors caused by

prior machining and heat treatment. This
improves gear set strength by allowing greater
overlap ratios and evenly distributed 1.00lh-10-
tooth loading, Root radius grinding also improves
the bending strength of gear and pinion teeth,



as :fine as 15..The continuous involute generating
method is appropriate for large volume production
and j bbing of gears up to 3 diametral pilCh.

New Methods for Bev,el
and Hypoid Gears

New CNC equipment has changed the way
bevel gearsare made as well, replacing the tradi-
tional cut/harden/lap approach with cut/har-
den/grind for Formate® gear sets. When straight
cup grinding on the machine, gear or pinion slot
are generated by a relative motion between the
wheel and the workpiece. This motion causesthe
wheel to function as a single tooth of an imaginary
generatinggear that mates wi.ththe workpiece.
When the wheel axis rotates about the cradle axis,
the generating gear tooth rolls with the workpiece
to produce the desired tooth flank surface.

Generating Grinding Machines
for Spur and "e~icamGear

Depending on the type of wheel used, generat-
ing grinding machines fall into three categories:
threaded, aucer or conical Threaded wheel
machines-made by Reishauer and Glea on (the
new Gleason TAG 400)-are fast, high-precision
units designed to accommodate external spur or
helical gears up to 30" in diameter with helix
angles up to 45°. For helical gears. pitch and helix
angle determine the maximum face width.

Threaded wheel grinders are capable of pro-
duc:ing tooth profile, spacing and lead within
.000120", w.ith exceflent surface finish .. Though
CBN wheels have been successfully used in some
thread worm applications,good results can gener-
ally be achieved with a good grinding oil and a
vitrified aluminum oxide wheel.

Maag manufactures saucer wheel grinders;
Niles and Hofler machines are designed for
extremely large gears. These types of machines
are suitable for grinding external spur and helical
gears. Depending on the model, capacities range
up to :142" in diameter. The diametral pitch varies
from 6 Df to 25 DP on the smallest machine and
from I DF to 9 DP on the large I.

Saucer wheel.grilldi.ng supports topological
modiflcatien, a technique that allows for the
machining of an infinite variety of tooth forms.
The tradeoff, however •. is a slower cycle time.
With saucer-type grinding. wheels may be set par-
allel to each other or at an angle of I.Ipto IO{)°.Vit- '
ri:fied aluminum oxide wheels are most common-
ly used. Grinding is done without coolants or oils,
and dressing. done through wheel compensation.
is accompli hed w.ithingle-point diamond .

onical grinder have not been manufactured
in great numbers since World War U. Large num-
bers ofthem, however. are still being used in the

USA. Made by Reishauer, Hofler,· iles, Liebherr,
Pfauter-Kapp and Gleason, the e machines are
typically designed 10 grind only external spur and
helical gears.

Form Grinding Machines tior Spur
and Melkal Gears

Form grinders are manufactured by Kapp,
Leibherr, Okamoto, Gleason. National Broach and
Orion (USA). These machines grind external. and
internal spur and helical gears up to 36" in diarne-
ter, with diamerral pitch capacities from 64 to 2.

More flexible than their generating counter-
parts, computer-controlled fonn grinders lessen
the hazards of urface tempering and require less
setup' time. Limited only bythe type of forms Ihal
can be ground on the wheel, they're also more
accurate, carrying out exact repetitions of the
selected optimum grinding cycle. Wheel truing,
profiling and dressing-also softwarecontto.l1ed-
can be done with diamond di ks ..single-point dia-
monds or diamond preformed dressing rolls.

!Form grinding is most cost-effective when
wheel wear and downtime are minimized. If pro-
duction volumes justify it, the best ways to
achieve those ends include the lise of diamond.
dressing rolls, no-wear/no-dress plated CBN
wheels and creep-feed grinding processes, which
reduce wheel wear.

Grinding Machines for
Bevel and Hypoid Gears

Bevel and hypoid gear grinders use cup-
shaped wheels. Straight wheels are used to gener-
ale pinion or gear members. The Gleason flared
Clipprocess may be used 1.0 flni, h Formate gears.
The Phoenix grinder implements this motion

Philliip Plainte
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with coordinated X-, Y-...Z-. B- and A-axis move-
ments whichare similar 1.0 generating motions,

Breakthrough Bond and Abrash',es

Though grinding equipment is expensive,
advances ill grinding wheel technology enable

faster speeds and feeds, which shorten cycle time

and reduce costs. Such advances include the
development of CBN. Seeded Gel. (SO®) and
TAROAT" abrasive wheels.

Cub.ic 8oron Nitr;ide (CBN)

The hardness of BN (4700 Knoop scale) is

second only to diamond, Classified as a uperabra-

sive, CB wears more slowly than conventional

abrasives. It also conducts heal. away from the
ground surface, reducing (henna! damage.

In recent years, manufacturers of precision
gears (AcOMA classes 12 10 14) have adopted CB
finishing for miiitary ~U1daircraft applications.

Though the initial cost of CB is much higher
than that of conventional abrasive , CBN finish-
ing ha been found 10 cui production time,
improve quality and reduce manufacturing co t

by as much as 80%.
Seeded Gel, (SG) Aluminum Oxide

SG abrasives are manufactured by a sintering

preces that results in abra ive grits consisting of
thous and of submicron-size aluminum oxide
crystals. During dressing or self-sharpening. the
- -

Important Grinding Wheel Characlerislics

Wheels are classified according to a standard marking system (see

Fig.21that specifies the following characteristics: abrasive type; grain or grit

size; grade; structure; bond; wheel type; and bond type.

Manufacturers' abrasive type, the first element in the marking system,

specifies the class of a given abrasive. Norton, for example, offers several

classes of aluminum oxide which differ in purity. crystal structure and friability.

Grain or grit size indicates the degree to which abrasive grains are

rough or fine. In this system, the abrasive size increases as the grit size

becomes finer: Wheel grade or hardness refers to the bond strength, or the

torce required to break the grain from the wheel. In this case, alphabetic let-

ters are used to designate grades from saft to hard.

The structure of a grinding wheel refers to the spacing of the abrasive

grains in the band matrix. Grinding wheel structures from dense to open

(low to high porosity) are indicated by increasing structure number.

The bond system is normally a function af the selected abrasive type.

bond grade and structure; not an end-user variable. Wheel manufacturers

have their own designations for bond systems, and must therefore be con-

suited for bond system recommendations and information.
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grains shed these very small particles. The results
are higher. harpness and lower total wear limn for

conventional abra ives, Due to more uniform

micro tructure and increased chemical purity. SO
is also harder (2100, Knoop scale) than conven-

tional aluminum oxide.
Since SO grains fracture by bedding ubmi-

cron particles. wear flats do not develop al the
working urface of rhegrinding wheel. Instead.

sharp. relieved CUlling edges are produced. A_ 3.

result, eeded gel abrasives are sharper than con-

ventional aluminum oxide,
Because of the increased hardness and the

structure of the SG grains, SO generelly wears
longer 'thall conventional aluminurst oxide. A

small particle break away 'from the grain due to
grinding forces, only small portions of the total

grain volume are lost.
SG functions best when aggressive metal

removal rate , are required and/or where the wheel
wear conditions are . evere, SG may also be the

be I abrasive choice for hard-to-grind material,
such as Waspalloy or other stainless steel alloy
typically u ed in aerospace appljcaliolls.

The recommended abrasive for flared cup

grinding on Gleason machine. SG may offer
improved performance over conventional abra-
sives forgenerated pinions and gears as well.

In use, self-sharpening sa has been foued 10

increase the number of parts ground between
dre ing and 10 reduce wheel dre sing by up to

80%. When tested, SG wheels finished 40 auto-
motive gears per dress vs .. 12 gears with conven-

tional aluminum oxide wheels ..
TARGA Abrasiives-

The Nexl Generation of SG
TO abrasives, which perform in 11 more

focused environment. feature a grain lha.t is
proce sed into elongated shapes with an aspect
ratio dependent on both the type of abrasive prod-

uct and the grinding application. The hape of
TARGA abrasives establi hes lightly more
porosity than. i shown in the typical pecifica-
lions, a fact even more evident in higher tructure

TARGA wheels.
TARGA users find. lower power draw produce

hlgher unlt forces per grain in higher structure
wheel . TARGA user will gain benefits from the

grain shape which lends it elf to naturally
increased pam ity, This pam ity increase unit
pres tire on the grain, which yields lower power
draw with the benefit of achieving near: uperabra-
sive re ult in applications of creep-feed grinding
of aero pace alloys.

Like S'O wheels, TAROA abrasives are COllsid-
ered an alrernanve (0 the more costly varified



bonded CBN wheels for most gear grinding appli-

cations using conventional grinding eqcipment,
SG Dressing Characteristics

SG abrasive is harder Ihan conventional alu- I

minum oxide (2150 Knoop hardness versus 1850
Knoop hardness), Consequently, SG may wear

low-quality diamond dre sing tools fa tel" than
conventional abrasives. SG may contribute to the

erosion of the bond matrix of orne diamond

rolls. Modifications to the diamond roll bond
matrix; of some diamond rolls can prevent this. as
well as modify dre ing practices. When purchas-
ing diamond roll , specify that SG wheels are

being utilized.
On the positive side, SG likes to be dressed

less for better performance, which increa es the
life of the dressing tool. For effective dressing
with SO, consider the following points:

• Use "An or "8" quality natural diamonds

• Reduce dresser infeed rates. The rule of
thumb is to cut infeed depth by 50%, though more

is not uncommon.

Effecti.ve IJressing-8G and
Conventional Abrasive :

Single Point Diamond and Diamond Rolls
The dres ing rate used has a significant impact

on cutting ability, part accuracy and finish, Fine-

ly dressed wheels will hold their form, producing
good fini h and accuracy. However, they may
load too quickly and cause bum or chatter. By

tncreasing dre ser rates and using a rapid traverse
rate a more open wheel. with sharper culling

action win be gained.
The rate at which the single point diamond

travels across the wheel face is known as dress

lead. Dress lead is the distance the diamond trav-
els for every rotation of the wheel=-rnuch the

same as the thread on a screw.
Typical lead values are:

• Fonn grinding .0005-.001" per rev.

• General-purpose grinding .002-.003" per rev .
• Fast cutting/heavy stock .004-.005" per rev.

To determine the rate of diamond traver e for a
desired lead, multiply the lead in inches by the
RPM of the wheel. For example:

4000 RPM x .002"/rev. = 8 !PM dress rate.
Typical diamond infeed on roughing opera-

tions is .0005-.001" per pass. Finish operations

require .000'1-.'0005" per pass.
A very fine finish can be obtained by making

the final diamond pass with no infeed,

Diamond mil dressing is implemented for one

or more of the following reasons: intricate form
profiles; consistent accuracy of size and form: con-
trol of grinding wheel sharpness; control of work-
piece surface fini h; and production economics.

Standard Wheel Numbering System

Prefix Abrasive
3S G
I

ManufaClUrer's
abrasive-type
symbol (optional)

Grain Sila
46

Grada
K

Structure Bond Type Suffix
5 V S

I
Me n ufacturar's
wheel·type
symbol (oplIOnall

Dense Open
1 9
2 10

Coarse Fine Very IFine 3 11
6 80 220 4 12
10 100 240 5 13
12 120 2BO 6 14
14 150 320 7 15
16 180 400 B etc .

A/G - Aluminum Oxide
C - Silicon Carbide

v - Vitrified
B -Resinoid
R- Rubber
E - Shellac
S - Silicate

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUvwxyz
~Most commonly used /

Fig. 2 - The marking svstem used bV most manufacturers to identify important
grinding wheel characteristics.

Recommendations for speed. ratio, rotation and
material area follows:

• Maintain a speed ratio between .5 and .8;

• Maintain unidirectional rotation al. the point
of contact for mosl gear grinding;

• Use reverse-plated rather than bonded dia-
mond rolls for superior durability and maximum
diamond exposure.

To maximize the co t-effeetiveness and effi-
ciency of rotary diamond dressing devices, select
a drive motor unit. that complements the efficien-
cy and. accuracy of the diamond roll. Keep the fol-
lowing points in mind when milking the selection:

• Older hydraulic motors, which generate a
great deal. of heal, may seriously affect the accu-
racy of axial run-out of the diamond roll a e well as

axial po itioning.
• Air drives cause problems when running the

dressing rolls at close 1.0 synchronous speed with

the grinding wheel, AI 0.8 to 0.9 ratio, the dresser

has to act more like a brake to keep the dresser
from rotating at wheel speed.

• Choose electrical drive motors that prevent
the dresser from rotating at wheel speed and main-
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Tahle I

RecDml1Jelltied WhBels-T1rrnded Sen".ting GrindingMllchines
Results:
Good 38A 12011110HIJ VBE
Better 3SG 801120 IVS G12USP
Best 3TG 121113GB VCRII

,.,...,.. WfIHII---S.Hw:eI6tmemrI Gri".,.
Results:
Good 32A 46/80 K/l UBE or 38A IlOl5 H/J VBE
Better 3SG 80 G12VSP
Best 3TG 12013GB VCFtII

tlecMRlfIII. WhM ,.",II1II H",oid IfIIchines
Results:
Good 38A 60IIl J VBE
Better 55G 60IIl I/J VS
Best 5TG 12012VJ VH

RICO_lid. WfIHIs--Nila MIdHiiffer "';/Ift (IIIIP galS)
Results:
Good 32A 6015 G25-H16VCFIII
Bettar 3GP 54 GVSP
Best 5TG 12012GB-HB VCFIII

1IK_*"Ahai .. 011_ ~ 6HrGriltHrs
Results:
Good 32A 6O-80/S G-J VBE-VBEP
Better 3SG 100 G-I VS-VSP
Bast JTG 120{4 6B VCRII

R_.." CBNWfIrtIeII--FenI Gar Gri,."
CB 180-220plated/nickelbond or CB 180MNV x222 Ctt8 vitrified bond

.. ~ .... ~ GrindlngFrom.SDlid
Results:
Good S6 54-80 J-L VS
Better S6 54-80 J-l VH
Best 5T6 1201 J-l VH

rain a fixed et value of dresser RPM (2 kw or 2,65
hp minimum is recommended). Mechanical isola-
tion is also imperative toellminate vibration from
couplings and the drive motor itself to the roll.

Making the Right Choices
Grinding wheel selection directly influences at

least four major performance factors:
I. QlJal'ily of the ground part, including flank

form repeatability, tooth spacing, surface damage
caused by 'bumLng and urface texture;

2. Floor-to-flo r lime, including whee IIdress-
inglcolldiliOiling time and grinding time;

3,. Abrasive 'tooling costs;
4, Flexibility to change the wheel profile for

current and new jobs,
For these reasons, il is important to understand

wheel and abrasive properties thatare most criti-
cal to grinding performance and to seek further
information from wheel and/or abrasive manufac-
turers in the event of any questions.

Apart from standard aluminum oxide wheels.
there are two choices. each with its positive attributes:
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SG and TA.RGA
• Higher metal removal, rate capability than COI1-

ventional abrasives. but lower than superabrasives,
• Increased sharpness 10 reduce tendency for

burning.
• Longer lasting and better form holding capa-

bility tI1an conventional aluminum oxide.
• Flexible, but very repealable profile shapes.
.' Self-sharpens properly with relatively high

grinding forces.
P{atedCBN

• Wheel dressing not required; reduces cycle
time and aves expenseof dre sing 100L

• High metalremoval rates because of hardness
'I I and toughness of CBN.

• Low tendency for buming--coolant applica-
tion is easily optimized because wheel size and
shape does not change through dressing.

• Thermal transfer properties of whee! rnateri-
als ( B • nickel bond, steel core) reduce tenden-
cy to bum.

• Compressive residual tresses left in work-
piece surface layer increase sircngth,

[n Conclusion
CO abrasives offer excellent jhertnocondue-

tivity and a cooler grindmg process that helps to
reduce tensile stres es and increase compressive
stresses. As mentioned ill related article (inelud-

,ing Wilfried Konig's "CON Gear Grinding-A
Way to Higher Load Capacity?" ,GeclF Technalo-
gy. Nov/Dec. )993). the performance characteris-
tics of CB abrasives are the subject of much
debate. This i particularly true in light of recent
developments related to SG 3J'1d TG abrasives.

Like BN. SG andG abrasives have 'been
proven to reduce tensile' stre ses and increase
compres ive Ires e a well.

Recently. some manufacturers have found that
the new abrasives have provided the required
level. of compressive stressesto enhance the per-
forrnance level of their gears,

A this article i wr.itlen, new technologiesjn
abrasives and gear manufacturing equipment are
being developed. Th se developments will pro-

vide gear manufacturers with more options, more
choice' and improved ways 10 produce higher
quality gears with greater efficiency. 0
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